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Abstract
Explanations help to make sense of recommenda-
tions, increasing the likelihood of adoption. How-
ever, existing approaches to explainable recom-
mendations tend to rely on rigid, standardized tem-
plates, customized only via fill-in-the-blank aspect
sentiments. For more flexible, literate, and varied
explanations covering various aspects of interest,
we synthesize an explanation by selecting snippets
from reviews, while optimizing for representative-
ness and coherence. To fit target users’ aspect pref-
erences, we contextualize the opinions based on
a compatible explainable recommendation model.
Experiments on datasets of several product cate-
gories showcase the efficacies of our method as
compared to baselines based on templates, review
summarization, selection, and text generation.

1 Introduction
Explainable recommendations are motivated by the need for
not only personalized recommendations, but also the accom-
panying explanations. Many recommender systems are based
on matrix factorization, and the learnt latent factors often
lack scrutability (users may not comprehend reasons behind
certain recommendations). To induce greater interpretability
from the latent factors, the crux of many models (e.g., [Zhang
et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2018a]) is to contextualize the latent
factors along known aspects and to align a recommendation,
and correspondingly its explanation, to aspect sentiments.

Problem. An explanation is typically generated post hoc
to the recommendation model. Our scope is singularly the
provision of explanations, presuming that item recommenda-
tion is addressed by a separate model. While there could be
various forms of explanation (content-based collaborative fil-
tering, rules [Ma et al., 2019], topics [Tan et al., 2016], or
social [Ren et al., 2017], etc.), we focus on natural language
explanations, i.e., a collection of sentences highlighting prod-
uct aspects of interest to the target user. Hence, we assume
an aspect demand is specified as input, listing the number
of sentences required for each aspect. Therefore, the goal is
to meet this aspect demand with sentences representative of
product quality and user preferences.

Existing works in explainable recommendations rely on
templated explanation, i.e., substituting words within a pre-
specified sentence. For instance, EFM [Zhang et al., 2014]
has standardized templates for positive and negative opinions,
each time substituting only the [aspect], e.g.,:

You might be interested in [battery life], on
which this product performs well.

You might be interested in [lens], on which this
product performs poorly.

To increase variation beyond “well”, “poorly”, MTER [Wang
et al., 2018a] further specifies an <opinion phrase>, e.g.,:

Its [battery life] is <long>.

As exemplified above, templated explanations could be
repetitive, robotic, and limited in their expressiveness. They
tend to read less naturally than a human-created sentence.

A product review contains sentences that recount a user’s
experience with the product, which often go some way to-
wards explaining her choices post-adoption. Leveraging this
explanatory quality, but intending to explain a predicted rec-
ommendation pre-adoption, we propose to “synthesize” an
explanation by taking snippets from various reviews and
putting them together in a coherent manner. Fitted to the rec-
ommendation, this synthesis benefits from the expressiveness
of human-created review sentences, and yet is still flexible
enough to produce varied explanations given the wide array
of combinatorial selections from rich review corpora. More-
over, since a candidate sentence may bear in-built sentiment
potentially incompatible to a user’s own, we expand candi-
date selection to all aspect-relevant sentences by incorporat-
ing opinion contextualization for sentiment compatibility.

Contributions. We make several contributions in this
work. As our first contribution, we propose a framework
called Synthesizing Explanation for Explainable Recommen-
dation or SEER. Section 3 describes this framework, ex-
pressing the objective and constraints in terms of integer lin-
ear programming. As the problem proves NP-hard, our sec-
ond contribution is to further describe a heuristic approxima-
tion. Section 4 expands on how the synthesized explanation
could be contextualized with compatible opinions. As a third
contribution, in Section 6 we conduct experiments on four
product categories to evaluate the efficacy of our synthesis ap-
proach, as opposed to comparative baseline approaches based
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U ,P,A,O, T set of all users, items, aspects, opinions, and reviews
Tj ∈ T set of observed text reviews on product pj
Sj ⊆ Tj set of all sentences on product pj
tij ∈ Tj a review of user ui on product pj
M explainable recommendation model
Z aspect-level sentiments

zijk ∈ Z sentiment of user ui on item pj about aspect ak
D aspect demand
τ solution set of selected sentences

Γss′ variable indicates whether sentence s representing s′
γs variable indicates whether sentence s is selected
ζi′ variable indicates whether a review ti′j is part of τ
σsi′ observed indicator of whether sentence s is in ti′j
πsk observed indicator of whether sentence s expresses ak
s(w) sentence s after substituting opinion phrase w

Table 1: Main Notations

on templates, review summarization and selection, as well as
text generation.

2 Problem Formulation
Table 1 lists the notations used in this paper. U and P are the
universal sets of m users and n products respectively. User
ui ∈ U may assign to a product pj ∈ P a rating rij ∈ R+

and a text review tij . Let R be the observed user-item rat-
ing matrix, and T be the set of observed text reviews. Let A
and O be the universal sets of aspects and opinion phrases.
We assume the occurrence of aspect a ∈ A and opinion
phrase o ∈ O can be detected from a review sentence as de-
scribed in [Zhang et al., 2014].

Compatible Recommendation Models. Our objective is
to synthesize an explanation based on the outputs of compat-
ible explainable recommendation models (see Section 5 for
examples). An explainable recommendation model M pro-
duces both personalized recommendations and aspect-level
sentiments Z ∈ Rm×n×v+ to facilitate their explanations.
zijk ∈ Z indicates user ui’s sentiment for aspect ak of pj .

Problem Statement. Given aspect-level sentiments Z, and
a product pj recommended to user ui by a modelM, we out-
put an explanation in the form of a collection of sentences τ
based on the aspect demand D. Let aspect demand D ∈ Nv
be a vector, where each element Dk is a non-negative in-
teger indicating the number of sentences demanded for as-
pect ak ∈ A, and v = |A|. It follows that the sentences
should reflect the aspect-level sentiments of the user speci-
fied in Z.

Evaluation. A question arises on how to evaluate a recom-
mendation explanation, aside from the goal of meeting the
aspect demand. In the literature, recommendation accuracy
is measured in terms of how well the prediction approaches
the ground truth (held-out rating). An analogous approach
would then be to compare an explanation against a ground
truth. Intuitively, the review that a user writes for a prod-
uct a posteriori would have been a “perfect” explanation if
we were recommending the same product a priori. Thus, in
the experiments we will compare synthesized explanations in
terms of similarity to held-out reviews.
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Figure 1: Architecture of proposed framework SEER

3 SEER Framework
As seen in Figure 1, our framework is to synthesize an ex-
planation by selecting snippets (sentences) from a product’s
existing reviews. Here we discuss the objective of the selec-
tion, and offer optimal as well as approximate formulations.

3.1 Optimization Objective
When recommending product pj to user ui, we construct an
explanation from Tj (reviews of product pj). The solution τ
ideally consists of Dk sentences for each ak ∈ A, selected
from review sentences Sj (the union of sentences from Tj).
Representativeness. To explain the aspect ak of pj well,
we aim for the most representative among sentences in Sj
pertinent to ak. Suppose that how well a sentence s
could “represent” another sentence s′ is reflected by a
cost δss′ ∈ R+ (lower is better). This may encode
application-specific semantic notion of similarity, and for
generality we consider these as a given. In Section 6, we
experiment with several definitions, including unsupervised
(e.g., cosine similarity between tfidf vectors), as well as su-
pervised notions (e.g., paraphrase identification, textual en-
tailment [Lan and Xu, 2018]).

Our task is to select Dk most representative ones to place
into the solution set τ . To encode this selection, let Γss′ be
a binary variable (the outcome to be determined) indicating
whether a selected sentence s ∈ τ (i.e., γs = 1) represents
another sentence s′ ∈ Sj . We thus want to minimize the
representation cost below, where we prefer a solution τ with
sentences similar to many of the same aspect.

r cost(τ) =
∑
s∈τ

∑
s′∈Sj

δss′ · Γss′ (1)

Coherence. In addition to capturing the aspects well, the
explanation should be compact and coherent. Intuitively, a
document by fewer authors would be more coherent than by
many. Hence, we attach a cost θi′ (given) to using a re-
view ti′j ∈ Tj , rather than to individual sentences. This way,
the selection favors selecting sentences that may have come
from the same review, presumably enhancing coherence. We
define the coherence cost below, where ζi′ is a binary vari-
able of whether a review ti′j ∈ Tj (i.e., ζi′ = 1) is part of the
solution set τ (i.e., one or more of its sentences are selected).

c cost(τ) =
∑

ti′j∈Tj

θi′ · ζi′ (2)

The given cost θi′ also serves to contextualize the explanation
to a specific user, as defined shortly in Section 4.
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Overall Cost. The overall cost is thus:

cost(τ) = c cost(τ) + r cost(τ) (3)

The two components have an inherent trade off. Adding a
sentence may lower r cost if the new sentence is more sim-
ilar to other sentences, but that risks increasing the c cost if
the new sentence comes from a review not currently in the
solution. On the other hand, fewer reviews may constrain the
selection of representative sentences. Hence, we need an ef-
fective algorithm to find the optimal aggregate of the two.

3.2 Optimal Formulation via ILP
To find an optimal solution τ , we express the problem as In-
teger Linear Programming (ILP). (4a) is the objective (Eq. 3).
γs is a binary indicator whether the sentence s ∈ Sj is a part
of τ . Constraints (4b) and (4c) ensure that sentence s′ ∈ Sj
must be represented by one of the sentences s in the solution
set (γs = 1). (4d) means a review must be selected when we
select any of its sentences. σsi′ is an observed binary indica-
tor of whether s is in the review ti′j . (4e) ensures a sentence
is represented by another of the same aspect. Binary πsk indi-
cates whether s is of aspect ak. (4f) satisfies aspect demand.

min:
∑

ti′j∈Tj

θi′ · ζi′ +
∑

s,s′∈Sj

δss′ · Γss′ (4a)

s.t:
∑
s∈Sj

Γss′ = 1, ∀s′ ∈ Sj (4b)

Γss′ ≤ γs, ∀s, s′ ∈ Sj (4c)
γs · σsi′ ≤ ζi′ , ∀ti′j ∈ Tj , s ∈ Sj (4d)

Γss′ ≤
∑
ak∈A

πsk · πs′k, ∀s, s′ ∈ Sj (4e)

∑
s∈Sj

γs · πsk = Dk, ∀ak ∈ A (4f)

ζi′ , γs,Γss′ ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ti′j ∈ Tj ; ∀s, s′ ∈ Sj (4g)

NP-hardness. Though SEER-ILP is theoretically optimal,
it may be intractable for large problem sizes.

Proof. The proof sketch is based on a reduction from the Un-
capacitated Facility Location Problem (UFLP) [Cornuéjols et
al., 1983] involving a set of facilities and a set of customers.
There is a cost to open each facility (favoring fewer facilities)
and a cost to serve a customer from an open facility (favoring
facility closer to customer). We reduce UFLP to our problem
where there is only a single aspect. Each customer is now a
sentence s′ to be represented. Each facility is a review with
opening cost θi′ , associated with one representing sentence s.
The service cost is thus δss′ . Our problem specifies the num-
ber of sentences to be selected for that aspect. If we solve for
all demands from 1 to m, where m is the total number of fa-
cilities, we arrive at a solution for UFLP with the lowest total
cost at any number of facilities. Since UFLP is known to be
NP-hard, our more general formulation is NP-hard.

Algorithm 1 SEER-Greedy

1: Initialize τ = ∅; S = Sj ; T = Tj ; D = D;
2: while S 6= ∅ do
3: for ti′j ∈ T do
4: Find τi′ ⊆ ti′j that represent the most number of

unmet aspects in D, which minimize the average cover-

ing cost of sentences:
θi′+

∑
s∈τ

i′

∑
s′∈S δss′ ·Γss′∑

s∈τ
i′

∑
s′∈S Γss′

5: τ := τ ∪ τi′ ; T := T\ti′j
6: S := S\S′, where S′ are τi′ covering sentences
7: D := D\{a}, where {a} are τi′ representing aspects
8: return τ

3.3 Approximation via Greedy Algorithm

We therefore seek an approximation to cater to large prob-
lems. Non-metric UFLP has a greedy solution [Hochbaum,
1982] with an approximation ratio of 1 + log(n) based on
a mapping to Minimum Weight Set Cover (MWSC). Our
problem is different from UFLP in several respects, chiefly
the aspect demands, precluding direct reuse of that particular
greedy solution. Even when confined to one aspect, there is
no existing solution with provable guarantee for MWSC with
constraint on the number of sets [Golab et al., 2015].

Our proposed greedy solution is Algorithm 1. Sentences
in Sj are the coverable elements. A covering set is a re-
view ti′j with its selected sentences τi′ to cover a subset of
S; its weight is

θi′ +
∑
s∈τi′

∑
s′∈S δss′ · Γss′∑

s∈τi′
∑
s′∈S Γss′

Enumerating all subsets is exponential. In practice, it is suffi-
cient to sort s′ ∈ S in terms of δss′ and investigate the first k
sentences for various k [Hochbaum, 1982]. We greedily pick
the lowest-weight set until all the sentences are covered.

Unique to our scenario is the selection of τi′ from the sen-
tences in ti′j , by maximizing the representation of aspects,
which always lowers the cost of representation. If there are
multiple sentences that can represent an aspect, we seek the
permutation with the lowest cost. To ensure coverage, the last
sentence should cover all remaining sentences of the aspect.

Complexity Analysis. In Algorithm 1, the two outer loops
(lines 2–3) may require O(|Sj | · |Tj |). The inner cost is
dominated by line 4. Computing the cost is O(tavg · |Sj |),
where tavg is the average length of reviews. Sorting the
covered sentences is O(|Sj | log |Sj |). Since tavg · |Tj | is
equivalent to |Sj |, the overall complexity of SEER-Greedy
is O(|Sj |3 + |Tj ||Sj |2 log |Sj |).

4 Opinion Contextualization
The goal is an explanation with compatible opinions to the
ones the target user would have (as encoded in the Z). Con-
textualizing the sentences to fit the target user’s aspect senti-
ments is done via two complementary mechanisms.
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Figure 2: ASC2V Architecture

Sentence Selection. One means is to employ θi′ that favors
more compatible reviewers in Equation 2. θi′ is defined as
a function of the similarity between zij: (a vector of aspect-
level sentiments by target user ui on pj) and zi′j:, e.g.,

θi′ =
1− cos(zij:, zi′j:)

2

Alternatively, our framework could admit other definitions
for θi′ as well.
Opinion Substitution. To “extend” beyond the original
pool of review sentences, we contextualize candidate sen-
tences by allowing substitution of the original opinion phrase
with another more attuned to the target user’s sentiments. Af-
ter removing the opinion to be substituted, this turns into a
sentence completion task, which is an NLP problem in its
own right. For concreteness, we allude to a specific solution,
but a fuller consideration is beyond the scope of this work.
Context2Vec [Melamud et al., 2016] pays attention to the en-
tire sentential context, with two LSTMs for sentence-level
representation: one reads from the left (lLS) and the other
from the right (rLS). Their concatenation passes through a 2-
layer perceptron with ReLU activation to get its context rep-
resentation. L1, L2 are fully connected linear operations.

~wl = L2(ReLU(L1(lLS(w1:l−1)⊕ rLS(w|s|:l+1)))

As Context2Vec only considers the surrounding words, the
sentence completion is irrespective of the user’s aspect-level
sentiment. To “personalize” the explanation, we use our mod-
ification, called Aspect-Sentiment Context2Vec or ASC2V, for
predicting opinionated word based on sentence context, and
zijk, i.e., ui’s sentiment for aspect ak of pj . To infuse this in-
formation explicitly, we construct an aspect-sentiment vector
~as of dimensionality |A|. If the sentence is of aspect ak, we
set the kth dimension to the value of zijk, and 0 otherwise.
We use 1-layer perceptron with tanh activation to project as-
pect sentiment information into the same space as context
word embedding. L3 is fully connected linear operation.

~w = tanh(L3( ~as))

This ~w is the starting token for both lLS and rLS (see Fig-
ure 2). We rank candidate opinions based on cosine similarity

Algorithm 2 Opinion Substitution

1: Initialize minr cost := r cost(τ)
2: for s ∈ τ do
3: τ ′ := τ\{s}; wbest := get opinion(s)
4: for w ∈ Oijs do
5: current cost := r cost(τ ′ ∪ {s(w)})
6: if current cost < minr cost then
7: wbest := w; minr cost := current cost
8: τ := (τ\{s}) ∪ {s(wbest)}
9: return τ

of their embeddings with the context vector. For the example
“This is a camera”, if zijk expresses positive sentiment,
“great” should be ranked highly. If negative, a different opin-
ion may apply.

ASC2V contextualizes sentences within the synthesized ex-
planation to further improve the objective in Equation 3. Let
Oijs be top-k predicted opinions for sentence s based on
ASC2V (for experiments, we use k = 10). As shown in Algo-
rithm 2, we substitute each opinion phrase w ∈ Oijs (line 4)
into s by s(w) and keep the one minimizing r cost (line 7).
c cost is not affected as only the opinion, but not the sen-
tence, changes. This computation is efficient at O(|τ | · k),
as the solution size |τ | and number of opinions k are usually
relatively small.

5 Related Work
5.1 Compatible Recommendation Models
The class of compatible models are broadly defined. [Zhang
et al., 2014; Bauman et al., 2017] are based on matrix fac-
torization, while [Chen et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018a] are
based on tensor factorization. Others combine matrix factor-
ization with topic modeling [Wu and Ester, 2015]. Several
works enhance their explainable models by using graphs [He
et al., 2015] or trees [Gao et al., 2019]. As concrete exam-
ples, in Section 6, we experiment with two models, EFM and
MTER, which were established methods for templated expla-
nations.

Explicit Factor Model or EFM [Zhang et al., 2014] recon-
structs the observed rating matrix R, user attention matrix X ,
and product quality matrix Y . Each xik ∈ X indicates the
importance of aspect ak to user ui, while each yjk ∈ Y is
the summative quality of product pj on aspect ak. EFM de-
composes the observations X,Y, and R into latent factors,
minimizing the function

||PQT −R||2F + λx||η1ψ
T −X||2F + λy||η2ψ

T − Y ||2F
where P = [η1 φ1] and Q = [η2 φ2] are users’ and prod-
ucts’ latent factors respectively. Each is the concatenation of
aspect-based factors (η1, η2) influenced by X , Y and hidden
factors (φ1, φ2) influenced by ratings. ψ are the latent factors
of aspects. Coefficients λx and λy weigh the relative impor-
tance of aspects vs. ratings. We derive Z from the Hadamard
product of the reconstructions X̂, Ŷ , i.e., zijk = x̂ik × ŷjk.

Multi-Task Explainable Recommendation or MTER [Wang
et al., 2018a] models user-product-aspect interactions jointly
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Dataset #User #Product #Aspect #Opinion #Review #Sentence
Computer 19,818 8,606 5,354 4,243 163,894 512,703
Camera 4,770 2,680 2,321 2,367 37,856 151,382

Toy 2,672 1,984 818 1,225 26,598 57,260
Cellphone 2,340 1,390 882 1,256 19,109 51,469

Table 2: Data statistics

as a tensor G, where gijk ∈ G reflects the aggregate senti-
ment scores across all mentions by user ui of aspect ak in
product pj’s reviews. The rating rij is appended as an addi-
tional aspect to the tensor G, i.e., gijv = rij . G is decom-
posed using Tucker decomposition [Kolda and Bader, 2009].
Let Ĝ be its reconstruction after minimizing the function

||Ĝ−G||F − λ
∑
ui∈U

∑
(ui,pj ,p′j)

lnσ(ĝijv − ĝij′v)

where (ui, pj , p
′
j) is a pairwise ranking observation where ui

prefers pj to pj′ . We synthesize an explanation based on the
non-rating aspects of Ĝ, i.e., zij(0:v−1) = ĝij(0:v−1).

5.2 Comparable Methods
Our baselines comprise methods that could still serve the pur-
pose of recommendation explanation despite not having been
designed specifically for that. For one, we could select whole
review(s) as explanations. [Tsaparas et al., 2011] selects a
set of reviews that maximize the coverage of a specified list
of aspects. [Lappas et al., 2012] finds a characteristic set of
reviews that best mirror the global distribution of sentiments
in the corpus.

We could employ extractive summarization [Barrios et al.,
2016] that combines sentences from reviews based on repre-
sentativeness objective. However, our problem is distinct in
incorporating a target user’s “would-be”’ aspect sentiments in
arriving at an explanation with compatible sentiments.

For text generation, recent works utilize LSTM with atten-
tion. [Dong et al., 2017] takes into account the user, item, and
given rating. [Ni and McAuley, 2018] incorporates the user
and item, as well as starter phrases. [Ni et al., 2019] uses
history reviews and keywords as attributes. Our synthesis ap-
proach selects human-created sentences, rather than generate
sentences from abstract representations.

Other methods address different problems and are not com-
parable. [Li et al., 2017] conditions review generation on
latent factors, [Lu et al., 2018] extends on review textual fea-
tures, while [Truong and Lauw, 2019] extends on images,
whereas [Chen et al., 2019] conditions on aspects. [Wang et
al., 2018b] applies reinforcement approach for selecting sen-
tences that agree with predicting ratings. Synthetic reviews
were considered for unrelated applications, such as simulat-
ing spam [Sun et al., 2013].

6 Experiments
Comparisons are tested with one-tailed paired-sample Stu-
dent’s t-test at 0.05 level. Experiments were run on machine
with Intel Xeon E5-2650v4 2.20 GHz CPU and 256GB RAM.

Dataset EFM MTER

CoverageOverall
Cost

Solve
Time

# Optimal
Solution CoverageOverall

Cost
Solve
Time

# Optimal
Solution

Computer 100.00 100.83 4.37 95.07 100.00 100.85 4.05 95.11
Camera 100.00 100.98 4.07 95.55 100.00 100.78 3.67 95.64

Toy 100.00 100.62 2.86 99.95 100.00 100.11 2.19 99.95
Cellphone 100.00 100.81 3.79 98.05 100.00 100.31 3.12 98.05

Total 100.00 100.84 4.16 95.73 100.00 100.74 3.78 95.77

Table 3: Performance ratios of SEER-Greedy to SEER-ILP (%)

Computer Camera Toy Cellphone

E
FM

SEERtfidf 15.14§ 14.74§ 16.36§ 14.96§

SEERSSE 14.48 14.01 15.39 14.40
SEERESIM 13.80 13.51 14.81 14.10

M
T

E
R SEERtfidf 15.15§ 14.71§ 16.28§ 15.03§

SEERSSE 14.49 14.03 15.37 14.42
SEERESIM 13.79 13.52 14.84 14.10

§ denotes statistically significant improvements. Highest values are in bold

Table 4: Comparison of representative costs: ROUGE-L

Datasets. Experiments use four public datasets of Amazon
reviews1 [McAuley et al., 2015] of varying categories: Com-
puter and Accessories (Computer), Camera and Photo (Cam-
era), Toys and Games (Toy), Cell Phones and Accessories
(Cellphone). Preprocessing follows [Wang et al., 2018a]. For
each category, we retrieve the most common aspects covering
90% of opinion phrases and filter out users and items with
fewer than five reviews. The remaining are split into train-
ing, validation, and test at a ratio of 0.6 : 0.2 : 0.2 for every
user chronologically. Sentences in validation and test with
opinions or aspects that had not appeared in training were ex-
cluded. Table 2 shows some basic statistics of the datasets.

Base Models. SEER uses aspect-level sentiments Z from
two compatible explainable recommendation model (see Sec-
tion 5). For EFM2, as in the original work, the latent factor
and explicit factor dimensions are 60 and 40. For MTER, we
adopt the default setting of the author’s implementation3. It
is not our intention to compare these two, as our model works
with any compatible base recommendation method.

Evaluation Metrics. We use ROUGE [Lin and Hovy,
2003], a well-known metric for text matching and text sum-
marization, to assess how well the synthesized explanations
approach the ground-truth reviews. To cater to words as well
as phrases, we report ROUGE-1 (1-gram) as well as ROUGE-
L (longest common subsequence) summatively in terms of
the F-Measure.

6.1 Explanation Synthesis
Optimal vs. Approximation. For the optimal SEER-ILP,
within 100 seconds, the CPLEX4 solver can solve optimally
for ≥ 95% of problem instances. Running on the same in-
stances, SEER-Greedy achieves identical coverage of aspects
(100%) at an overall cost that is just 1% higher than optimal,
yet consumes merely 4% (i.e., a couple of seconds) of the

1http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
2https://github.com/PreferredAI/cornac
3https://github.com/MyTHWN/MTER
4https://www.ibm.com/analytics/cplex-optimizer
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Model Computer Camera Toy Cellphone
MRR R@10 MRR R@10 MRR R@10 MRR R@10

C2V 0.460 0.695 0.411 0.645 0.515 0.705 0.365 0.621
RC2V 0.462 0.706 0.409 0.643 0.514 0.707 0.366 0.624
ASC2VEFM 0.475§ 0.713§ 0.416§ 0.652§ 0.526§ 0.726§ 0.384§ 0.649§

ASC2VMTER 0.473§ 0.709§ 0.418§ 0.653§ 0.528§ 0.724§ 0.388§ 0.651§

§ denotes statistically significant improvements by ASC2V
Highest values (among ASC2V, RC2V, and C2V) are in bold

Table 5: Opinion Contextualization

time taken by SEER-ILP on average (see Table 3). Subse-
quently, we run both variants on 100% of the problem in-
stances. For ILP, the result would reflect either the optimal or
the best solution up to that point.
Representativeness Cost. For the representativeness cost
δss′ in Equation 1, we explore several options. One is based
on the cosine similarity of sentences s and s′. Each sen-
tence is represented by tfidf vectors based on the vocabulary
of product’s sentences. For δss′ , we take

δss′ =
1− cos(s, s′)

2
We also try two other models: SSE [Nie and Bansal, 2017] for
paraphrase identification and ESIM [Chen et al., 2017] for
textual entailment. Table 4 shows tfidf to perform the best in
terms of ROUGE-L. We will use it subsequently. One reason
is the corpus SSE and ESIM trained on was not optimized for
review sentences. In any case, we consider δss′ as given.

6.2 Opinion Contextualization
We hide the ground-truth opinion from the held-out test re-
view and evaluate the ranking of candidates in O using IR
metrics: MRR (the reciprocal rank of the true opinion, aver-
aged across held-out reviews) and Recall@10 or R@10 (frac-
tion of held-out reviews with the true opinion in the top-10).

We compare our ASC2V with two baselines. Context2Vec
or C2V [Melamud et al., 2016] with only on the sentence (no
aspect sentiment). RC2V uses random aspect sentiment. For
ASC2V, we train with similar setting as C2V, using RMSprop
for optimization. Table 5 shows both variants of ASC2V sig-
nificantly outperform C2V. RC2V, which adds no meaningful
information, fluctuates around C2V. Indeed aspect-level sen-
timents are useful for opinion contextualization.

6.3 Comparison to Baselines
We compare the explanations generated by SEER to several
categories of baselines. For parity, we control for the explana-
tion length. The first category is template explanation, com-
prising the original explanations by EFM [Zhang et al., 2014]
and MTER [Wang et al., 2018a]. Next is review summariza-
tion represented by TEXT RANK [Barrios et al., 2016] and re-
view selection with four methods: REPRESENTATIVE selects
the review with lowest representative cost (see Equation 1);
COMPREHENSIVE selects the review of highest aspect cov-
erage [Tsaparas et al., 2011]; CHARACTERISTIC selects the
review whose aspect sentiment distribution most resembles a
product’s reviews [Lappas et al., 2012]; CHARACTERISTIC+
that also takes into account the aspect demand by consider-
ing distributions of demanded aspects only. The last cate-
gory is review generation with ATT2SEQ [Dong et al., 2017]

Model Computer Camera Toy Cellphone
ATT2SEQ 0.192 0.162 0.257 0.195
EXPANSION NET 0.478 0.612 0.734 0.504
AP-REF2SEQ 0.212 0.242 0.367 0.242
TEXT RANK 0.234 0.219 0.311 0.266
REPRESENTATIVE 0.408 0.407 0.480 0.448
COMPREHENSIVE 0.678 0.629 0.717 0.678
CHARACTERISTIC 0.153 0.169 0.291 0.207
CHARACTERISTIC+ 0.574 0.521 0.662 0.582

E
FM

TEMPLATE 0.697 0.654 0.725 0.687
SEER-Greedy 0.775§ 0.729§ 0.787§ 0.768§

SEER-ILP 0.775§ 0.729§ 0.787§ 0.768§

M
T

E
R TEMPLATE 0.775§ 0.729§ 0.787§ 0.768§

SEER-Greedy 0.775§ 0.729§ 0.787§ 0.768§

SEER-ILP 0.775§ 0.729§ 0.787§ 0.768§

§ denotes statistically significant improvements. Highest values are in bold

Table 6: Comparison to Baselines: Coverage

Model
Computer Camera Toy Cellphone
R-1 R-L R-1 R-L R-1 R-L R-1 R-L

ATT2SEQ 16.69 10.35 15.90 9.13 16.51 10.41 16.42 9.76
EXPANSION NET 11.68 1.25 19.23 5.19 24.41 4.68 14.13 3.11
AP-REF2SEQ 16.94 12.29 17.04 12.94 21.72 14.50 19.15 12.99
TEXT RANK 18.68 11.15 19.29 11.37 19.04 11.97 19.16 11.25
REPRESENTATIVE 18.22 11.11 19.24 11.27 19.72 12.60 19.45 11.80
COMPREHENSIVE 21.90 13.44 22.16 13.16 23.41 15.12 22.33 13.73
CHARACTERISTIC 13.18 7.65 14.05 7.92 15.76 9.80 14.27 8.41
CHARACTERISTIC+ 18.33 10.87 18.06 10.32 21.25 13.56 19.05 11.34

E
FM

TEMPLATE 14.17 8.41 14.43 8.39 13.37 8.06 14.22 8.41
SEER-Greedy 24.89§ 15.05§ 25.11§ 14.72§§ 25.33§ 16.30§ 24.66§ 14.87§

SEER-ILP 25.12§ 15.14§ 25.23§ 14.74§ 25.43§ 16.36§ 24.76§ 14.96§
M

T
E

R TEMPLATE 16.88 11.68 16.43 11.14 13.22 12.03 17.61 11.86
SEER-Greedy 24.90§ 15.08§ 25.01§ 14.65§ 25.25§ 16.24§ 24.74§ 14.94§

SEER-ILP 25.12§ 15.15§ 25.22§ 14.71§ 25.33§ 16.28§ 24.85§ 15.03§

§ denotes statistically significant improvements by our models
Highest values in bold

Table 7: Comparison to Baselines: ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-L

that generates text from user, product, and rating as attributes;
EXPANSION NET [Ni and McAuley, 2018] that generates text
from aspect words as starter phrases; and AP-REF2SEQ [Ni
et al., 2019] that generates text from user & item reviews and
aspect words.

Coverage. Table 6 shows the coverage, i.e., the proportion
of the met aspect demand. Coverage is not necessarily 1 due
to the limited number of candidate sentences for selection
or aspects that have not appeared before. Both SEER vari-
ants outperform baselines in coverage (MTER has identical
coverage). The template methods respond to aspect demand.
EFM produces duplicate sentences for an aspect, resulting in
lower coverage than MTER that produces multiple sentences
by varying opinion phrases. Methods that do not benefit from
aspect demands (including ATT2SEQ, TEXT RANK, REPRE-
SENTATIVE, and CHARACTERISTIC) underperform the other
methods that do. Review selection methods are limited to
what can be covered by a review. Among these, COMPRE-
HENSIVE achieves the highest aspect coverage. As the re-
view with the closest aspect sentiment distribution does not
necessarily have the highest aspect coverage, the coverage of
CHARACTERISTIC+ is lower than COMPREHENSIVE.

Ground Truth Recovery. As Table 7 shows, SEER vari-
ants (ILP and Greedy) significantly outperform all the base-
lines, with the highest F-Measure for both ROUGE-1 (R-1)
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User A3ALXLASGICTBU
Product B002DPUUKK
Title Microsoft Wireless Mobile Mouse 4000 - White

Ground truth The mouse has worked great for about 1-year. The mouse
was great for a while. The size is perfect for my hand

ATT2SEQ
I really like the mouse. The mouse is very comfortable
and the mouse is fine. I haven’t had any problems with
the wireless signal

EXPANSION NET
The mouse is a plus. The size is great and the size is
perfect

AP-REF2SEQ
It’s a good wireless mouse for the price. It’s a good wire-
less mouse. It’s a good mouse for the price

TEXT RANK This is a great mouse. A great mouse. Very good mouse

REPRESENTATIVE

If you call up with a problem mouse that requires a re-
placement. An all black mouse is difficult to find inside a
laptop bag in the dark. I selected the “downtown” version
with the white glossy center panel and “city grid/skyline”
motif

COMPREHENSIVE
A great mouse. 4 stars instead of 5 because of the light-
ness and the smooth mouse wheel instead of the ratchet-
ing one. The size is good

CHARACTERISTIC

I got this mouse instead of a 3000 series because of the
extra button on the side. The side button is not handy
because of how it is placed so high and forward on the
mouse. In which case you might not mind

CHARACTERISTIC+ Thinking a wireless mouse would be good

E
FM

TEMPLATE
You might be interested in [mouse], on which this prod-
uct performs well. You might be interested in [size], on
which this product performs well

SEER-ILP The <mouse> is very [comfortable] and nice looking.
This is a [great] <mouse>. The <size> is [perfect]

M
T

E
R TEMPLATE

Its <mouse> is [easy-to-adjust]. Its <mouse> is [lefty].
Its <size> is [awkward]

SEER-ILP The <mouse> is very [comfortable] and nice looking.
This is a [great] <mouse>. The <size> is [good]

Table 8: Example Explanations on a Computer instance

Model Annotator Average1 2 3 4 5

Q
1

MTER 2.10 2.35 2.75 3.00 2.35 2.51
AP-REF2SEQ 3.15 3.00 3.60 3.75 3.50 3.40
SEER-ILP 3.95§ 4.25§ 4.00§ 3.85§ 4.10§ 3.75§

Q
2

MTER 1.75 1.50 2.40 2.80 2.00 2.09
AP-REF2SEQ 1.95 3.05 3.20 3.40 3.10 2.94
SEER-ILP 3.55§ 4.45§ 3.80§ 3.75§ 4.45§ 3.50§

§ denotes statistically significant improvements. Highest values are in bold

Table 9: Result analysis of user study

and ROUGE-L (R-L)5. The template-based approaches per-
form poorly because a standard template cannot reflect var-
ied reviews. Benefitting from paying attention to the aspect
demand, CHARACTERISTIC+ performs better than CHARAC-
TERISTIC. However, both still perform worse than COMPRE-
HENSIVE that maximizes coverage of aspect demand. REP-
RESENTATIVE outperforms CHARACTERISTIC since it opti-
mizes for representativeness yet is still lower than COMPRE-
HENSIVE. TEXT RANK underperforms COMPREHENSIVE,
because of redundant sentences that repeat aspects while the
latter considers a whole review covering various aspects.
The review generation approaches tend to produce short and
repetitive sentences. They do not reflect aspect-level senti-

5We have experimented with other ROUGE variations (ROUGE-
[1,2,L],S[1-4],SU[1-4]) with consistent results. SEER outperforms
other baselines significantly in term of F-Measure. For conciseness,
we report only the F-measure of ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-L.

ments fully: ATT2SEQ uses ratings but no aspects, whereas
EXPANSION NET and AP-REF2SEQ use aspects but may not
reflect sentiments well.

6.4 Qualitative Study
Case Study. As an illustration, Table 8 shows the expla-
nations for a Computer instance. The ground truth review
reveals aspect demand involving mouse and size. EFM de-
scribes the product having good performance on the two as-
pects. MTER opinions are difficult to understand. ATT2SEQ
does not cover the aspect demand. EXPANSION NET gener-
ates short sentences repetitively. TEXT RANK tends to select
popular repetitive aspects. Our SEER-ILP produces read-
able explanations that reflect not only the aspects, but also the
user opinions. When used with EFM or MTER, it generates
slightly different phrases, e.g., “perfect” vs. “good” size.
User Study. To test the efficacy of the explanations from
human perspective, we randomly select 5 user-product pairs
from each category to get 20 examples in total and design
a survey involving five participants who are not the authors.
There are two questions. The first looks into the language
quality, e.g., readable and easy to understand. The second,
which also appeared in [Wang et al., 2018a], looks into ap-
propriateness of recommendation.
Q1: Are the explanatory sentences well-formed and under-

standable?
Q2: Does the explanation help you understand why the given

product is being recommended to the given user?
Each question is applied to a given explanation. Each partic-
ipant chooses from five-point Likert scale, from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). To compare to the pro-
posed SEER-ILP, we choose MTER and AP-REF2SEQ as
representative baselines, as these two were designed specifi-
cally for recommendation explanation and achieve high per-
formance in terms of ROUGE-L. As reported in Table 9,
SEER-ILP outperforms the two baselines significantly. For
Q1, MTER with simple template is difficult to understand,
while AP-REF2SEQ achieves better results (≥ 3) compar-
ing to MTER which shows its ability to generate readable
text. However, AP-REF2SEQ-generated text is short and too
general which make their explanations less informative than
those of SEER-ILP.

7 Conclusion
We propose an innovative post hoc strategy for providing
natural language explanations for personalized recommenda-
tions. Our approach synthesizes an explanation by selecting
representative sentences from a product’s reviews, contextu-
alizing the opinions based on aspect-level sentiments from
a class of compatible explainable recommendation models.
SEER performs well against competitive baselines including
templates, review summarization, selection, and generation.
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